MirrorMe is an interactive mirror that displays an outfit on the reflection of the user. The individual is able to style the outfit by clicking through items in their closet that show up on the digital mirror and see immediate feedback when the new clothes are styled on their reflection. With unlimited time, the mirror becomes a fun toy to fuel our playful personalities that love to dress-up and model.
**WELCOME MESSAGE**
When the user steps in front of MirrorMe, the mirror displays a message like "Happy afternoon!" to connect with the user and remove the anxiety of interacting with a human-sized technology.

**CLOCK**
The clock is displayed 24/7 to always identify MirrorMe as a technology object despite interacting with the user in humanistic ways.

**DISPLAY OUTFIT OVERLAID ON USER'S BODY**
Check ourselves out each morning without the headache of trying on items we may not end up wearing and ruining the perfect folding.

**RANDOMIZED OUTFIT**
The first outfit that is displayed for the user is randomized using items that the user wears infrequently. This can spark creativity or even a laugh with a completely novel combination.

**CLOSET ITEMS DISPLAYED ON MIRRORME**
Each item humans purchase to wear was bought because we feel good when we wear it. Items that are hidden at the bottom of piles or accidentally forgotten can be reintroduced in our styling.
CLICK THROUGH AND TRY ITEMS IN CLOSET
User can click on the digital items from their closet and see immediate feedback of their reflection wearing that item. This feature affords the possibility of play and try items for fun.

FULL-BODY VIEW
One of the most fun and enjoyable activities is going shopping to model in front of the mall fitting room mirrors and friends. With a full-body view, the user can do that every morning and compliment their outfits before the day ahead.

ADDING/EDITING ITEMS
Every time the user wants to add an item, they can click the "Add" button. Here they can (1) wear the item and model it in front of the mirror (2) hold it up providing 360 turn for MirrorMe to scan. A random outfit will be suggested using the new item! Holding down on an item in the display will show an 'X' to delete an article.

NO PURCHASING FEATURE
The experience of using MirrorMe is focused on being care-free, having fun, and boosting our confidence. In this model, there is no space for purchasing or an online shop as it suggests the necessity that enjoying fashion depends on money and distracts the user from experiencing items they own in their closet at the present!
MirrorMe aims to add play to the daily activity of getting dressed. It is common to get up every morning, stare at our closet, wear a couple combinations, and finally settle for a subpar option as we get frustrated trying on items. MirrorMe changes all of this by using the mirror to try on outfits and style ourselves for the day. Now, the user can wake up each morning and be introduced to a random outfit inciting a laugh. By trying on different options, they can play around with a childhood favorite of dress-up while also more easily picking an outfit that makes them feel confident for the day ahead. This changes the way we live our lives by allowing the user to focus on themselves and enjoying the morning rather than getting ready to work and start tasks. Even past the morning, MirrorMe is a design that can be used without the intent of wearing, and just to play around and smile!

Want to see how your mom's wedding dress would look on you? No worries! Scan the dress using MirrorMe and accessorize with your favorite shoes and jewelry!

Want to try new 80s outfit for a party? Bring in a couple options and filter through, back and forth, to pick the perfect one! Add a laugh when the randomizer mixes purple tights with a tuxedo top!